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Abstract: Computer software that simulates the thermodynamic and gas dynamic properties of
internal combustion engines can play a significant role in the design and optimization of internal
combustion engines. In the present work, a quasi-dimensional numerical model for two-stroke
engines is presented. Particular attention was paid to reporting in-cylinder models, combustion
(turbulent with flame development and flame–wall interaction), and turbulence (K-k-ε model), with
the addition of tumble- and squish-generated turbulence that is quite common in such engines. The
aim was to reduce the role of the calibration constants, which are fundamental for correlating the
models with the experiments, and relations for calculating the tumble ratio and turbulent scales were
reported. A one-dimensional model for manifolds is also presented (solving the Euler equations),
using the second-order Roe Riemann solver with some improvements, paying particular attention to
the source terms, such as area variation. Additionally, a new approach to the end-pipe boundaries,
which would reduce the mass conservation error, is reported. The engines tested were two kart
two-stroke engines, used for racing purposes: the IAME X30 engine and the IAME Screamer III
KZ engine. A comparison between the model results and the experimental data was made, and good
accordance was observed, with a root mean square error of about 0.5 kW and providing good accuracy
in evaluating changes, such as the combustion chamber squish area and the exhaust pipe length.

Keywords: two-stroke engines; combustion; turbulence; 1D gas dynamic model; Riemann solvers

1. Introduction

Computer software is widely used in the design and development process of internal
combustion engines; time and cost are the advantages of using such software. Based
on the level of detail required, different approaches can be taken. Three-dimensional
models offer very highly detailed information on turbulence, combustion, injection, and
emissions [1,2]. With recent advancements in computing power and CFD algorithms, 2D
and 3D simulations of internal combustion engines are now possible, although they do
require a higher computational cost than 1D simulations require. Evidence of this advance-
ment can be found in the references, such as [1,2]. Additionally, recent developments in
high-performance computing (HPC) and machine learning (ML) technology have led to the
development of ML-accelerated CFD simulations and data-driven surrogates of engines,
accelerating the time to achieve solution and design, as seen in references such as [3].
Furthermore, 1D models are a useful tool for quick analysis and performance modeling
and have significant advantages in terms of computational time, as seen when they are
applied for multi-cylindrical engines with more complex intake ducting, together with
turbo-compressor devices. As an example, a one-dimensional model requires about 360 s
to run a simulation (for the IAME X30 engine used in the present paper) of 30 iterations
for each rpm from 6000 rpm to 16,000 rpm, with a step of 500 rpm. Furthermore, multi-
variable optimization algorithms can be applied, which provide very useful results when
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the purpose is to find the optimal values of engine parameters, such as power and torque.
A great deal of the literature addresses the development of such models, mainly for four-
stroke engines, from one-zone combustion models to more complex multizone turbulent
models [4]; meanwhile, in the work of [5], a very important assessment for the solution
of the one-dimensional hyperbolic system of the equations for manifolds can be found.
Additionally, some of the literature addresses this with regard to two-stroke engines [6,7],
and the works of Blair are among them [7]. There is a significant contribution in tuning,
designing, and simulating two-stroke and four-stroke engines, and also a large amount of
experimental data for end-pipe discharge coefficients, scavenging empirical models, engine
friction, etc., in [7,8], also used in the present work. However, some limitations have been
observed in the GPB model [7]; for example, it is a first-order not “shock capturing” scheme
which needs iterative cycles in order to resolve the equations for tapered or convergent
ducts, which does not allow for supersonic flow in the shock tube, and which does not
remove the hypothesis of ideal gases.

Motorsport is one of the sectors in which computer-aided design software can play an
important role. Development and calibration tests can be improved, due to the software’s
considerable advantage in testing engine architecture, with significant reductions in time
and cost compared to those of engine test bed experimentation or on-track tests. However,
empiricism continues to play a significant role in design and optimization, especially in
two-stroke engines. There are still segments of motorsport that continue to use two-stroke
engines; their low cost, simplicity, and high specific power ratio make this technology
attractive. One of them is professional karting [9], in which karts are mainly powered
by these engines, with the exception of rental karts, which may be electric or powered
by four-stroke engines. However, they have limits, such as emissions and, importantly,
unburnt hydrocarbons. Those emissions, if required, can be controlled with commercial
devices, such as automotive catalysts that can reduce them. Moreover, the carbon footprint
impact can be reduced by using low-carbon fuels or biofuels, as in four-stroke engines.

In this work, a numerical code was developed, improving that which was presented
in [10,11]; in [10], it was applied to four-stroke engines, thus developing an improved mul-
tipipe junction model [10]. Additionally, in [11], it was applied to evaluate the mechanical
and thermal efficiency of a co-generator. In the present work, this numerical code was
applied and tuned in order to simulate the performance of two-stroke engines. This study
is focused on the in-cylinder process; in particular, the combustion and turbulent model,
and the one-dimensional manifold model, which requires a particular treatment compared
to four-stroke engines. The combustion process, as shown in [12], has been modeled in
three parts: the first—the early part—is governed by the laminar combustion speed, which
grows to become turbulent; the second represents the fully turbulent speed; the last is
the end combustion, where the interaction among the head, piston, and cylinder walls
reduces the combustion speed and causes it to become laminar [13]. The K-k-ε turbulence
model [14], which accounts for tumble and squish, has been applied to two-stroke engines;
it has been refined, using the momentum equation, to calculate the intake energy flowing
into the cylinder, with the advantage of reducing the influence of calibration constants, as
applied in [14]. A tumble coefficient has also been calculated to be used for two-stroke
loop-scavenged engines. Such a calculation reduces, but does not nullify, the need for
experimental data and allows the modeling of such engines to take place with a good
accuracy. The model has also introduced a refined version of the Riemann solver of ROE,
applied to one-dimensional manifolds [15–17], which modifies the source term treatment
and, in particular, the area variation term, which is quite common in racing engines, and
especially in two-stroke ones. With the improvements developed, such a model is also
able to treat abrupt area variations. The pipe end boundaries, when calculated using the
method of characteristics, are sources of inaccuracies, especially in mass conservation
during backflow.

The IAME X30 125 cc is the low-cost mono-brand engine used for IAME X30 senior and
junior karting classes. The latter differs only for the insertion of a restrictor at the exhaust to
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decrease the maximum power from about 22 kW to 15 kW. It is a highly successful class with
hundreds of drivers in the national championships due to its low cost and maintenance. It
has a direct drive (no gearbox), an electric start, and it is derived from 1990s 100 cc kart
engines, having three transfer ports, an intake reed valve, and the exhaust silencer inside
the exhaust manifold. The KZ 125 cc class represents the maximum expression of karting
performances, with a six-speed gearbox and with a maximum power of approximately
37 kW. It has a maximum allowed carburetor diameter limited to 30 mm by regulations,
with an intake reed valve, five transfer ports, and three exhaust ports. It also has a limitation
in terms of its maximum compression ratio of about 12.3, which limits its maximum power.

This paper is organized as follows: After the present introduction, Section 2 reports the
information of the developed model. Section 2.1 analyzes the combustion model in detail,
considering early laminar-like combustion, the main combustion process, and the late part
influenced by the flame/cylinder walls interaction. The turbulence model is described in
Section 2.2: it is a K-k-ε that accounts for mean flow, tumble flow, squish, turbulence, and
its dissipation along with the turbulence scales. Section 2.3 presents the one-dimensional
model developed for manifolds, utilizing the ROE model that considers all source terms in
the calculation of fluxes and provides an increased accuracy if strong area variations are
present. A technique to improve the accuracy on the end pipes modeling is reported in
Section 2.4: the method of characteristics, commonly used in boundaries, is a first-order
model and can lead to inaccuracies in the presence of surface discontinuities. The results
are shown in Section 3, where the results of the model are compared with the experimental
data. Finally, the conclusions are outlined in Section 4.

2. Methodology

Two-stroke engines, especially loop-scavenged ones, offer several advantages such as
simplicity, compactness, and high specific power. They also lack auxiliaries like valvetrains,
so they do not have strong limitations in terms of maximum crankshaft rpm (revolution per
minute). Therefore, it is not uncommon for these engines to run at speeds of 16,000 rpm
or more. Additionally, the design of the intake and exhaust systems play a crucial role
in optimizing engine performance, with the exhaust system featuring a particular shape
to maximize the volumetric efficiency. Consequently, it is quite common to find exhaust
manifolds with a big variation area optimized for the application where the engine is designed.

In order to develop a model capable of simulating the behavior of such engines, the
above characteristics, which are quite different with respect to 4-stroke engines, have to
be considered. All the geometries and processes must be reproduced by numerical code
and, even if a two-stroke engine seems quite simple, there are numerous phenomena to
take into account. The geometry of the intake, transfer, and exhaust ports connected to the
cylinder [7] have been represented with a trapezoidal shape smoothed at the angles, so
both the intake ports and the exhaust with auxiliary ports can be reproduced realistically.
Such ports, during an engine cycle, are totally or partially covered by the piston skirt, and
for each piston position, the uncovered area must be calculated.

The geometry and dynamics of the reed valves and stop plates [7,12,18,19] have been
simulated as cantilever beams taking into account its interaction with the stop plates. When
the pressure at the intake port is higher than the crankcase pressure, the reed valve receives
a force that deflects it and then opens the port. The dynamics are modeled using the modal
analysis, simulating the first two modes of vibration, and the integration method is the
Runge–Kutta 4th order.

When the flow enters in a duct, or passes through the transfer port, reed valve,
throttle, etc., the three-dimensional nature of the flow is not taken into account within the
one-dimensional model; the effective area of the port is not its geometrical area. Such a
problem can be overcome using discharge coefficients unique for each type of boundary
device. These coefficients are functions of the area ratio of the port, reed, or throttle, but are
functions also of the pressure ratio across the device. Such coefficients are then stored in
three-dimensional matrixes, and for each area ratio and pressure ratio, they return as an
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output the discharge coefficient. All the data and the procedure to interpolate the tabulated
data are taken from [8,18–20].

When the intake and exhaust ports are open (the scavenge process), a model must be
developed to calculate the short circuit fraction (the intake mixture, composed by air, fuel,
and oil that flows directly to the exhaust), the mixing, and the perfect displacement zones.
The scavenge process was modeled following the approach outlined in references [7,19],
with two thermodynamic zones (fresh mixture flowing to the cylinder and exhaust gas of
the previous combustion), where the volumetric scavenging efficiency (SEv) is a function
of the volumetric delivery ratio (DRv) as follows [7]:

SEv = 1− ek0+k1·DRv+k2·DR2
(1)

where the coefficients k0, k1, k2 are empirical and are calibrated with experimental data.
The zero-dimensional objects, such as the plenums, crankcases, and the cylinders,

are solved using mass, energy conservation, and a real gas equation to calculate all the
thermodynamic parameters. A single thermodynamic zone was used where the above
equations are solved [4]:

m·cv·
dT
dt

=
dhin
dt
− dhout

dt
− dQht

dt
− P·dV

dt
− u·dm

dt
(2)

dm
dt

=
dmin

dt
− dmout

dt
(3)

P·V = m·R·T (4)

The cylinder, during combustion and scavenge, is solved using a two-zones thermody-
namic model, the fresh mixture, and the exhaust gas. Further details can be found in [4].

The energy equation during combustion for the fresh mixture is:

mm ·
dhm

dt
= Vm ·

dP
dt
− dQm

dt
+ (hm − hcr) ·

dmmcr

dt
(5)

While for the burned gas, it is:

mb ·
dhb
dt

= Vb ·
dP
dt
− dQb

dt
+ (hm − hb) ·

dmmcr

dt
− (hcr − hb) ·

dmbcr
dt

(6)

dmcr

dt
=

Vcr

Rcr · Tp
· dP

dt
(7)

The term mmcr is the mass present in the crevices of the combustion chamber, and its
derivative represents the flowrate from the cylinder to the crevices and vice versa.

The next three topics will be discussed in detail in the following sections:

• The combustion process: a turbulent combustion model has been developed, taking into
account the combustion chamber geometry, turbulence level, and fuel characteristics.

• Turbulence: a K-k-ε model has been developed to be connected with the combustion
model and in-cylinder heat transfer. It takes into account the mean flow, tumble flow,
squish, turbulence, and its dissipation together with the turbulence scales.

• One-dimensional gas dynamic flow: in this work, we used a one-dimensional Riemann
solver called the Roe model, with some modifications, to take into account the source
terms (heat transfer, friction, and pipe area variation) and to enforce the area variation
to minimize the mass conservation error.

One of the objectives of the present paper is also to develop combustion and turbu-
lence models that are less dependent on the calibration coefficients, which are not always
available, so even though they are present, are set to 1 and the models are tested without
the help of the calibration with experimental data.
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2.1. Engine Combustion

This section will report all the sub-models developed to model the in-cylinder pro-
cesses needed to simulate the two-stroke engines, which is the object of is paper.

The gas within the cylinder is treated with a zero-dimensional phenomenological
model considering all the processes [4,21].

Once the scavenge phase is completed and the exhaust ports are closed, the compres-
sion phase begins. This phase is modeled as a zero-dimensional thermodynamic single
zone composed of fresh mixture and a part of the exhaust gases of the previous cycle. The
flow (main and turbulent) is also zero-dimensional, incorporating rotating (tumble) flow,
squish flow, non-rotating, and turbulent flow. The heat transfer is modeled by taking into
account the flow information calculated by the thermodynamic and flow model.

After the spark plug ignition, the cylinder is modeled using a quasi-dimensional two-
zones thermodynamic model, the mixture, and the burned zone, with the specification of the
flame front and the burning rate with the interaction of the turbulence and the cylinder walls.
After the combustion is completed, the expansion phase and finally scavenge will occur.

In the present work, the details of the combustion model and turbulence are reported,
while the other sub-models will be reported in the reference section.

The combustion model adopted is a quasi-dimensional two-zone combustion model
and is divided in three parts: the first, immediately after the ignition, where the combustion
is almost laminar, then a fully turbulent combustion, and finally a part where the interaction
between the flame front and cylinder walls influences the burning rate.

The assumption is that the flame front has a spherical shape as is also assumed
by [4,22,23], the combustion chamber is spherical with Squish, and, for each piston position
and flame front radius, the flame area and the wetted cylinder walls are calculated.

The first phase of the combustion, starting with a speed nearly laminar and growing
towards turbulent conditions, has been studied and reported by many authors, and an
overview is reported in [12,21]. Between them, the flame development factor (FDF) chosen
from the present work is reported in Equation (8) [12,24,25]:

FDF =

(
1− e−CFDF ·0.28·( t

τ )
0.75
)0.5

(8)

where:
τ = lT

u′ : characteristic time;
lT : integral scale of the turbulence m;
u′: turbulent speed m/s.
where CFDF is a calibration coefficient and t is the time in seconds from spark ig-

nition. There is a large bibliography about turbulent combustion models, composed by
Damkohler [26], to fractal-based models [13] and eddy entrainment models [14]; the one
used in the present work is that from Gulder [26] (Equation (9)).

ST = vlam + CS·0.62·
(
u′·vlam

)0.5·ReT
0.25 (9)

where:
CS is a calibration coefficient;
vlam is the laminar speed m/s;
ReT is the turbulent Reynolds number.
When the flame front interacts with the combustion chamber walls, another modifica-

tion of the burning rate must be introduced to take into account this phenomenon.
The correlation used is [13] (Equation (10)).

wwall =
Ab

lat
Atot

lat
·
(

mb
mtot

)10·Cwall

(10)

where:
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Ab
lat is the cylinder wall area wetted by the burned zone;

Atot
lat is the total cylinder walls area;

mb is the burned mass;
mtot is the total mass in the cylinder;
Cwall is the calibration coefficient.
The final formula for the combustion speed is:

uT = vlam + CS·(1− wwall)·FDF·0.62·
(
u′·vlam

)0.5·ReT
0.25 (11)

while the combustion rate is:
dmb
dt

= ρm·uT ·A f (12)

where:
ρm: mixture density;
A f : flame front surface area.
In the present work, the default values of the calibration constant, in the absence of

more detailed measured data (for example, the measure of the indicated cycle) or 3D CFD
data, are all set to 1, as reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Default value for the calibration coefficients used in the present work.

Coefficient Default Value

CFDF 1
CS 1

Cwall 1

Figure 1 demonstrates the mass burned fraction during the combustion varying the
values of the three coefficients, CFDF CS Cwall , influencing the start, the main process, and
the end of the combustion.
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Figure 1. Influence of the calibration constants (CFDF, Cs, and Cwall) on combustion (Rpm = 11,500).

The flame surface area, needed to calculate the burning rate, was calculated assuming
that the combustion chamber is spherical with a squish band with the spark plug in the center
of the chamber, so for each value of the burned mass and volume, the flame radius, the flame
area, and the cylinder walls wetted by each zone (burned and mixture) are calculated.

2.2. In-Cylinder Turbulence

The combustion model reported in the previous section requires some information
about flow, specifically the turbulence speed u′ and the integral scale of turbulence lT .

Such parameters can be calculated using a turbulence model within the cylinder in all
the phases (compression, combustion, expansion, and exhaust/scavenge). The model used,
a K-k-ε model, has the capability to reproduce the mean flow, the turbulent flow, and its
dissipation. The mean flow is divided into two parts: the rotating flow (tumble) and the
non-rotating flow. The model is well explained in [14,27,28] for four-stroke engines, and in
the present work will be extended for two-stroke ones.
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The tumble flow is defined as the rotating flow in the cylinder and is calculated using
the momentum conservation equation:

dL
dt

= ∑ CTumble·
dmin

dt
·velin·rTumble − L·dmex

dt
− τf (13)

where L is defined as:
L = m·velTumble·rTumble (14)

m is the mass of the gas present in the cylinder;
velTumble is the isentropic speed at the port throat;
The Tumble radius rTumble is defined in [29].

rTumble =
1
2
·min(Bore, H) (15)

CT is the tumble coefficient that represents the fraction of energy that flows into the
cylinder imparted to the tumble macro vortex. Generally, in four-stroke engines with
poppet valves they are a function of the valve lift, and further details can be found in [14].

During the scavenge phase, in loop-scavenged engines, theoretically, the flow is uniform
and occupies half the cylinder area, and when it reaches the cylinder head, it starts to rotate with
a diameter equal to the cylinder bore. In this condition, the tumble coefficient, corresponding to
the fraction of the energy associated with the tumble flow, is calculated as follows:

CTumble = CT0·
∫ bore/2

0 A(r)·dr
bore/2·APiston/2

= CT0·
∫ bore/2

0 2·
(

bore2/4− r2)0.5·r·dr
bore/2·APiston/2

= 0.4244·CT0 (16)

CT0 is a calibration constant of the order of unity to be adjusted with experimental
data or CFD analysis.

The wall shear torque τf is calculated using the following relation [29]:

τf = 0.055·ρ
2
·vel2

Tumble·Re−0.2·ALat (17)

where:
ρ is the gas density;
Re is the Reynolds number Re = ρ·velTumble ·Bore

µ ;
µ is the gas viscosity.
Finally, the production of the turbulent energy due to the tumble flow is:

PTumble =
1
2
·ωTumble·τf (18)

where ωTumble =
velTumble
rTumble

.
The kinetic energy of the mean flow, non-rotating, is defined as:

dK
dt

= (1− αin)·Ein − K·dmex

dt
+

2
3
·K·

.
ρ

ρ
− PShear (19)

where:
K = 1

2 ·m·vel2
mean is the mean flow kinetic energy;

velmean is the mean flow speed m/s;
αin is the fraction of incoming energy that enters as turbulent energy, set to 0.1 as

suggested in [14]. In [27], instead, the hypothesis has been made that there is no turbulence
in the incoming flow.
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The incoming kinetic energy Ein from the intake manifold (or backflow from the
exhaust) is:

Ein = Cin·∑
[
(1− CTumble)·

dmin
dt
·vel2

*

]
(20)

where Cin is a calibration constant of the order of unity.
The speed value, used to the calculation of the intake speed, vel∗, is not the isentropic

speed velin at the transfer port (or the valve in the 4-stroke engines), but is calculated using
the momentum conservation equation:

vel2
∗ =

ρin·vel2
in·Ain −

(
Pcyl − Pin

)
·A∗piston

ρin·A∗piston
(21)

where:

A∗piston =

{
Apiston → f or 4 Stroke engines

Apiston
2 → f or Loop Scavenged 2 Stroke engines

(22)

The parameters with the suffix “in” are referred at the intake port and with “cyl” to
the gas in the cylinder. If the term

(
Pcyl − Pin

)
·A∗piston is neglected, the term vel2

∗ reduces

to Ain
A∗piston

·vel2
in, and, for four-stroke engines, is in accordance with the ratio 0.18 reported

in [14]. A compressibility term ( 2
3 ·K·

.
ρ
ρ ) has also been added in the energy equation that

increases it following the work of [30], that correlated the mean flow model better with
high-speed engines, and the term K· dmex

dt is the energy flowing out from the cylinder.
The shear stress term is instead [14]:

PShear = Cβ·4·0.38·νt·
K
L2

g
(23)

where νt = 0.09· k2

ε is the turbulent viscosity.
The geometric length scale Lg is assumed to be a function of the maximum port lift,

the cylinder bore, and the instantaneous height of the cylinder as follows:

Lg = CLg ·
HmaxLi f t

Bore
min(0.5·Bore, H) (24)

With CLg , which is a calibration coefficient of the order of unity for two-stroke engines.

The turbulent kinetic energy, defined as k = 3
2 ·m·u′

2, has its equation:

dk
dt

= αin·Ein + Pk − k·dmex

dt
− ε (25)

The production term is the sum of shear stress, the squish, the tumble, and the
compressibility terms:

Pk = PShear + Psq + PTumble +
2
3
·k·

.
ρ

ρ
− 2

3
·νt·m·

( .
ρ

ρ

)2

(26)

The squish term can be calculated using the following relation [7]:

Psq =
1
2
· .
msq·vel2

sq (27)

The rate of the dissipation term of the turbulent kinetic energy is:

dε

dt
= αin·Ein·

√
k/m

Lg
+Pε − ε·dmex

dt
− 1.92· ε

2

k
(28)
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Its production term is:

Pε = 1.44· ε
k
·
(

PShear + PSquish + PTumble

)
+

ε

k
·
(

2·k·
.
ρ

ρ
− 2.64

3
·νt·m·

( .
ρ

ρ

)2)

The integral scale of turbulence is then:

lT = 0.09
3
4 · (

k/m)
3
2(

ε
m
)

Table 2 reports the default values of the calibration coefficients used for all the simulations.

Table 2. Calibration coefficients default values used in the present work.

Coefficient Value

Cin 1
CT0 1
Cβ 1
CLg 1

The results of the turbulent model can be shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mean kinetic, tumble, and turbulent energy with the turbulent integral scale during an
engine cycle.

2.3. 1D Unsteady Gas Dynamic Model

The performances of two-stroke engines, in terms of torque and power, are much
more influenced by the geometry of intake and exhaust manifolds. In racing engines, the
optimization of such objects has a very large impact on the performance. The exhaust
expansion chamber is one of the examples, with a large area variation, which emphasize
the phenomenon of the gas wave actions. Moreover, in the racing application, with high
maximum pressure in the cylinders and the exhaust, shocks may be present.

In the present work, a mono-dimensional model was developed and used, with partic-
ularly the source terms and the area variation being the most important. The continuity,
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momentum, and energy equations that represent the one-dimensional Euler problem are
expressed in the following form:

d(A·W)

dt
+

d(A·F)
dx

+ A·B + C = 0 (29)

where the vectors are expressed below:

W =


ρ

ρ·u
ρ·E

ρ·Xair
ρ·X f uel

 F =


ρ·u(

ρ·u2 + P
)

ρ·u·
(

E + P
ρ

)
ρ·u·Xair

ρ·u·X f uel

 B =


0

ρ·G
−ρ·Q

0
0

 C =


0

P· dA
dx

0
0
0

 (30)

Such set of differential equations are solved:

Wt+dt
i = Wt

i −
dt
Ai
·
(F·A)*

i+0.5 − (F·A)*
i−0.5

dx
− dt

Ai
·
S*

i+0.5 + S*
i−0.5

2
(31)

With S*
i+0.5 = Ai+0.5·Bt

i+0.5 + Ct
i+0.5.

The source terms are expressed in the form where all the values were known at time t
and node i:

Bt
i+0.5 =

Bt
i ·A0.5

i + Bt
i+1·A

0.5
i+1

A0.5
i + A0.5

i+1

and

Ct
i+0.5 =


0

Pi+0.5·
Ai+1−Ai

dx
0
0
0

 =


0

(P·A)i+1−(P·A)i
dx − Ai+0.5·

Pi+1−Pi
dx

0
0
0


The closure of the system is made with the assumption of perfect gases, assuming that

the internal energy is a polynomial function of the temperature:

E = e(T) +
u2

2
P = ρ·r·T

The Riemann solver used to calculate the intercell fluxes is that of ROE. The original
ROE Riemann solver did not take into account the source terms in the calculation of
the fluxes, so that method was not “Well balanced”. The addition of such terms [15–17]
improved the accuracy, and in this work, has been modified to enforce the area conservation
to be more accurate in the mass flow conservation. The new method is now:

(F·A)*
i+0.5 = 0.5·

(
Ft

i ·Ai + Ft
i+1·Ai+1 −

n

∑
1

αk·|λk|·ek

)

Its second-order extension is instead:

(F·A)*
i+0.5 = 0.5·

(
Ft

i ·Ai + Ft
i+1·Ai+1 −

n

∑
1

αk·|λk|·ek·(1− ϕ(r)·(1− νk))

)

where:

νk =

∣∣∣∣∼λk

∣∣∣∣· dt
dx , is the local Courant number;

with r =
αkupwind
αk local

.
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Additionally, ϕ(r) is a flux limiter. Among the large number of flux limiters, in the
present work, we used the minmod for r ≤ 1 and the average values between minmod
and superbee limiters when r > 1 (Figure 3). This model prevents some oscillations when
r ≤ 1 and reduces diffusion for r > 1, with the possibility of the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
number being 0.95. 

ϕ(r) = 0→ r ≤ 0
ϕ(r) = r → r ≤ 1

ϕ(r) = min
(

1+r
2 , 1.5·r

)
→ r > 1
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Setting for the first and the last nodes ϕ = 1.
As shown in [31,32], the determination of the average state is crucial to calculate

the parameters for the Roe model. In the present work, the area conserved average state
is reported to improve the accuracy of the model. The relation used to calculate all the
parameters is:

d(ρ·u·A) = ρ·A·du + u·d(ρ·A)

d
(

ρ·u2·A
)
= ρ·A·2·u·du + u2·d(ρ·A)

Following the work of [31], these relations reach:

∼
u =

√
ρi·Ai·ui +

√
ρi+1·Ai+1·ui+1√

ρi·Ai +
√

ρi+1·Ai+1

And: ∼
ρ·A =

√
ρi·Ai·ρi+1·Ai+1

The value of the density is not known; only its product with an “equivalent area” is
known. Neglecting the other calculations for the enthalpy, well reported in [31], all the
needed parameters are shown below:

With the definition of σ =
√

ρi+1·Ai+1
ρi ·Ai

.
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The values of speed, enthalpy, air fraction, and fuel fraction are:

∼
u =

ui + σ·ui+1

1 + σ
;
∼
H =

Hi + σ·Hi+1

1 + σ
;
∼

xair =
xairi + σ·xairi+1

1 + σ
;
∼

x f uel =
x f uel i + σ·x f uel i+1

1 + σ
(32)

The last value to define is the sound speed. In this work, once the enthalpy is known,
which is function of the temperature and the gas composition (calculated by Equation (32)),
the temperature can be found and then so can the sound speed:

∼
a =

√
∼
γ·∼r ·

∼
T

with
∼
γ,
∼
r calculated once T is known from

∼
H. This is the most accurate way to calculate it.

The values of the speed of the characteristics are:

∼
λ =



∼
u − ∼a
∼
u

∼
u +

∼
a

∼
u
∼
u

 (33)

This method, as known, violated the entropy condition during transonic expan-
sion [32]. The same author shows a method to avoid this violation with the following
relations for left expansion and right expansion:

λ1i < 0 and λ1i+1 > 0→
=
λ1 = λ1i·

λ1i+1 −
∼
λ1

λ1i+1 − λ1i
(34)

λ3i < 0 and λ3i+1 > 0→
=
λ3 = λ3i+1·

∼
λ3 − λ3i

λ3i+1 − λ3i

The α vector is rearranged in the following form, taking into account the source terms
like the area variation, friction, and heat transfer:

αk = α0k +
(
αareak + αGk + αQk

)
·dx
λk

(35)

Each single term is evaluated below:

α0 =



(
Ai+0.5·dP−

∼
ρ·A·∼a ·du

)
2·∼a

2

Ai+0.5·
∼
a

2
·dρ−dP
∼
a

2(
Ai+0.5·dP−

∼
ρ·A·∼a ·du

)
2·∼a

2

∼
ρ·A·dxair
∼

ρ·A·dx f uel


(36)

The average density value is not known, so the area variation term is in the form:

αarea =
∼
u·∼ρ·dA

dx
·


1/2

0
1/2

0
0

 =
∼
u·
(

d(ρ·A)

dx
− Ai+0.5·

dρ

dx

)
·


1/2

0
1/2

0
0

 (37)
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Meanwhile, the heat transfer and friction terms are in Equations (38) and (39).

αHeat =
∼

ρ·A·
∼
Q·



− 1

2·∼a
2 ·
(∼

γ− 1
)

1
∼
a

2 ·
(∼

γ− 1
)

− 1

2·∼a
2 ·
(∼

γ− 1
)

0
0


with

∼
Q =

Qi + σ·Qi+1

1 + σ
(38)

αFriction =
∼

ρ·A·
∼
G·



− 1

2·∼a
2 ·
[
(γ− 1)·∼u +

∼
a
]

1
∼
a

2 ·
(∼

γ− 1
)
·∼u

− 1

2·∼a
2 ·
[
(γ− 1)·∼u − ∼a

]
0
0


with

∼
G =

Gi + σ·Gi+1

1 + σ
(39)

The right eigenvector matrix is:

e =



1 1 1 0 0
∼
u − ∼a ∼

u
∼
u +

∼
a 0 0

∼
H − ∼u·∼a

∼
H −

∼
a

2

γ−1

∼
H +

∼
u·∼a 0 0

∼
xair

∼
xair

∼
xair 1 0

∼
x f uel

∼
x f uel

∼
x f uel 0 1

 (40)

Figure 4 reports the mass flowrate of two tests of the model which has been developed;
the first is a sudden area variation and the second is a shock tube. The first, with a manifold
of the length of 1 m and a diameter of 0.05 m at the left (with a pressure at the end of
1.8 bar) and 0.1 m at the right (with a pressure at the end of 1 bar), shows the results of the
simulation of 2 ducts connected at boundaries with the method of the characteristics [4,33]
through the sudden area variation model taken as a reference. The results, with the original
Roe method (not balanced), the balanced version [15,16], and the present method, are also
reported. When comparing the different results, complete correspondence between the present
method and that taken as a reference is highlighted; meanwhile, the other two methods show
unrealistic values for the central part of the manifold. The right part of Figure 4 shows the
shock tube test where, instead, having lower area variation results means that there is better
correspondence between the present method and the balanced version.

2.4. End Pipe Boundaries

The model exposed in the previous section can simulate the wave actions within the
pipe in a satisfactory manner, but it is not able to solve the problems at the first and last node
of any duct. In such nodes, the method of characteristics is used, while in [15,16], all the
pipe ends are modeled. Unfortunately, this is a first-order method, and the accuracy is lower
than the second-order method used in the other nodes of the manifold. Additionally, in the
case of backflow, when there can be temperature and density discontinuity, the accuracy
is even lower. The linear interpolation method, used in the method of characteristics,
fails when discontinuity is present. An interesting solution to overcome this inaccuracy is
reported in [34] where at the end of the manifolds, an extra-node of half-length was added
and applied to the “Two Step Lax-Wendroff” model.
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Below, a solution is proposed for the worst condition that may occur during backflow,
such as at the opening of the transfer port for two-stroke engines, but also at the opening
of the intake valves in four-stroke engines. When the gas enters the manifold, with a
density which is generally different from that present in the duct, a path line will be used,
calculating the distance from the end of the duct:

dx∗t+dt = dx∗t +
dx∗t
dx
·veli−1

t +

(
1− dx∗t

dx

)
·veli

t (41)

a value of density at the intermedial node can be calculated:

ρi−0.5
t =

(
1− dx∗t

dx

)
·ρi

t +
dx∗t
dx
·ρi−1

t

An “average density” value of the volume between the node i − 1 and i is:

ρ
avg
t =

1
3
·ρi

t +
1
3
·ρi−0.5

t +
1
3
·ρi−1

t (42)

Now the ρi
t
∗ can be recalculated using the linear interpolation (Figure 5):

ρi−0.5
t + ρi

t
∗

2
= ρ

avg
t

and then:
ρi

t
∗
= 2·ρavg

t − ρi−0.5
t (43)

This “corrected” value of density can be used to calculate the interpolated values of the
sound speed a and the entropy level Aa. To evaluate the benefits of adopting this technique,
the error between the inflowing and outflowing mass flowrate has been calculated:

Err% =
360

∑
0

.
min −

.
mout

.
min

·100

The results of this end pipe correction can be observed in Figure 6, where the flowrate
errors of the main transfer manifold of the IAME X30 engine are reported. Such errors can
also be of about 2%, and the worst results can be observed at lower and higher rpms, while
with the proposed method, the maximum error is about 0.5%.
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3. Results—Engine Simulations

Internal combustion engine models are nowadays an important tool in the design and
development phase of engines, from the optimization of intake and exhaust systems [35]
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to the evaluation of the effects of the combustion chamber [22] and also to alternative and
blended fuels [36,37].

In this section, the results of the developed numerical code are compared with the
experimental results. Such results consist of the measurement on an engine test bed of the
power curve, which is the main output of a racing engine. Two engines are tested: the
direct drive mono-brand IAME X30 engine and a gearbox engine for the KZ category (IAME
Screamer III); both have karting applications, where two-stroke engines continue to exist.

3.1. Engine 1: IAME X30 Series Kart Engine

The X30 series is a mono-brand class 125 cc reed valve, with a fixed regulation, with
limited modifications allowed to the tuners. With more than 190 national events taking
place under the IAME series flag, there are over 45 international events that IAME attends
as a factory and over 135 international events where we participate as partners, making
IAME’s event calendar one of the most crowded. Together with the strong and widespread
participation of motorsport enthusiasts, IAME boasts unparalleled visibility.

The engine has a direct drive transmission and, with a fixed transmission ratio, the
range in terms of rpm usage is quite large, from 6500 up to 16,000, limited with an electronic
ECU. This has an influence on engine timing, on the design of the exhaust system, and
on the combustion chamber design, with a particularly high squish area, higher than the
engine with the gearboxes. Another characteristic of this engine is that it has only three
transfer ports (Figure 7). The homologation form of the engine, with its specification, is
reported in [38], while a picture of the engine is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Cylinder development of the IAME X30 engine [38].

Figure 9 reports the carburetor and the exhaust system. The carburetor is a Tillotson
HW27A that allows the fuel flow to be changed in real-time by the driver with just two
screws. During the simulations, the l value was set to 0.85 and the ignition timing was set to
22 crank angle degrees before the top dead center. With the same engine, two configurations
are possible, one for the “senior” class, and the other, with a restrictor from 39 mm to 22.7 mm
in the exhaust manifold to reduce the power, for the “junior” class. As shown in the above
figure, in the tapered part of the exhaust manifold, the diameter does not vary linearly with
the length but rather its behavior is more than linear, which is quite common in modern
two-stroke engines; during pipe discretization, this must be taken into consideration.

The comparison of the measured and simulated power curve for the senior and junior
class is reported in Figure 10. There is quite a good correlation with the experimental data
in both of the engines, with a root mean square error of about 0.5 kW.
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1 

Figure 8. The IAME X30 engine and its specification [38].

The calculated burning durations, 0–10%, 10–90%, and 90–100%, are reported in
Figure 11, together with the delivery ratio by volume and mass. The ability to evaluate
the influences in terms of the performances of the engine parameters has been tested with
two selected parameters: the first is the squish area ratio, that can appreciate the accuracy
of the turbulence and combustion model, while the second is the variation in the exhaust
length, which is very important when designing and tuning the exhaust system of a racing
two-stroke engine.
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3.1.1. Squish Area Variation

The combustion chamber of a two-stroke engine is generally quite simple; it has a
hemispheric shape with a squish band. The squish band is very often used to improve
the turbulence of the mixture, with benefits in terms of combustion speed, which is much
appreciated, especially at high engine speeds. The simulations reported here are made
by fixing the compression ratio (and then the combustion chamber volume) and varying
the squish area band. Two main effects can be observed: by increasing the squish effect,
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the turbulence level is increased proportionally to the engine rpm, so, consequently, the
combustion duration is lower, but there is a lower bowl in the cylinder head to contain the
same volume, meaning that the height of the combustion chamber is higher. The maximum
distance from the spark plug to the end of the combustion chamber is then higher with a
greater distance to travel for the combustion flame to complete combustion, which means
that there is a higher combustion duration. In addition, an increased value of the squish
area increases the wall surface and then the heat transfer with a loss of efficiency. The sum
of these effects is shown in Figure 12.

At lower rpm, the squish has a lower effect, so when increasing the squish area band,
the combustion duration (from 10% of the fresh air burned to 90) increases up to 4–5 degrees
from a 0% to 65% area. This difference is reduced by increasing the rpm, and at about 13,500,
is null (comparing 0% squish with 65%). At the highest rpm, the combustion chamber with
higher squish has a lower combustion duration. This suggests that higher values of the
squish area are a benefit for engines that run at a high rpm. There is also a lower variation
in terms of the combustion duration from a low to high rpm that allows the optimal ignition
value to advance for a higher rpm range.
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area for the IAME X30 engine (left) and the engine head drawing (right) [38].

3.1.2. Exhaust Length

The exhaust system of a two-stroke engine plays a fundamental role in its performance,
where also variations of some millimeters can induce large modifications to the power
curve. The IAME X30 series is a stock class with a limited possibility to tune the engine, but
one of them is to change the length of the exhaust system by adding or eliminating some
gaskets immediately after the cylinder block (Figure 13). Generally, the exhaust system is
optimized to produce a backward expansion pressure wave that improves the scavenging
process and a backward compression wave that improves the volumetric efficiency at the
end of the scavenging phase. The expansion wave is produced by the tapered cone at
the center of the exhaust manifold, while the compression wave is produced by the end
cone (that in the present engine is inside the silencer). The length and diameter of each
part of the manifold are perfectly optimized, and each variation provides non-negligible
differences in terms of performance. For example, longer exhaust systems are suited for
engines that run at low rpm and vice versa.
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Figure 13. Details of the exhaust system taken into consideration in the present simulations [38].

The result (Figure 14) expected is that there would be a shift in the power curve in
terms of the function of the length. For a longer header, peak power is located at lower rpm
and vice versa; this is the result which was obtained by the simulations.
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3.2. Engine 2: IAME KZ Engine

The IAME Screamer III is a racing engine used for the national and world champi-
onship of the 125cc KZ class; it has a gearbox with six speeds, 54 mm bore, 54.4 mm stroke,
and an intake reed valve. It is different from the X30 engine which has five transfer ports,
port timing, and a combustion chamber, which are all quite different. The homologation
form is in demonstrated in [39]. All the data not reported in the homologation form together
with the power curve are confidential and are reported as normalized values. An image of
the engine and its specifications is shown in Figure 15.

2 

Figure 15. The IAME Screamer III engine and its specifications [39].

Figure 16 reports a comparison between the measured power curve and the model
results. Also, in this case, this is in good accordance with all the curves, and the root mean
square error is about 0.5 kW.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, an engine simulation code was developed and applied to two-stroke
engines. The focus was set on the turbulent combustion process, the K-k-ε turbulence model,
and on the one-dimensional model which is able to take into account the area variation
to minimize the mass conservation error and to reduce the role of the experimental data
needed to calibrate the models; these data are not always available, especially in motorsport
applications, as there are many small companies without big budgets.

The combustion process was modeled in three parts: the first, the early part, is
governed by the laminar combustion speed and growth to be turbulent, the second, the
fully turbulent speed, and the last, the end combustion where the interaction to the head
piston and cylinder walls reduces the combustion speed to be laminar.

The turbulence model [14] was applied to two-stroke engines:

• It was refined using the momentum equation to calculate the intake energy with the
advantage of reducing the influence of calibration constants, as applied in [14].

• The added term + 2
3 ·K·

.
ρ
ρ in the mean flow model, as reported in [30], increases the

kinetic energy during compression and provides more accuracy when modeling high-
speed engines.

• A Tumble coefficient was calculated to be used for two-stroke loop-scavenged engines.
Such calculation a reduces, though it does not nullify, the need for experimental data
and allows the modeling of such engines with a good accuracy.

• The calculation of the geometric length scale was refined and directly correlated with the
reduction in the transfer port height; experimental data were also important in this case.

The Riemann solver of ROE, applied to one-dimensional Euler equations, was refined
by modifying the source terms treatment and, in particular, the area variation, which
is quite common in racing engines, especially in two-stroke ones. With the developed
improvements, such a model is also able to treat abrupt area variations. The pipe end
boundaries, calculated using the method of characteristics, are a source of inaccuracies,
especially in mass conservation during backflow. Such a model was refined by modifying
the hypothesis of linear interpolation between the last (or the first) two nodes, reducing the
mass conservation error always below 0.5%.

This code was assessed by comparing its result with the experimental data of two
racing two-stroke engines with different characteristics: one direct drive mono-brand
engine, the IAME X30, both for senior and junior class, and a gearbox 125 cc engine, the
IAME Screamer III. There is good accordance between the model and measurement, and
the root mean square error for both engines is about 0.5 kW.
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However, the need of calibration data, without which the results cannot be accurate,
is still the main limitation of this study. By using quasi-dimensional codes for in-cylinder
processes and one-dimensional codes for manifolds, the discharge coefficients and the
scavenging process contain coefficients that need to be determine experimentally. In the
present work, such data were found in [7,8,19], where a large number of data are reported.
Also, the turbulence and the combustion models contain some coefficients and, even if
first approximation values were provided, a calibration with the experimental data of a 3D
model would improve their accuracies.
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Nomenclature

Ab
lat Cylinder wall area wetted by the burned zone; m2.

A f Flame front surface area m2.
Atot

lat Total cylinder walls area m2.
APiston Piston area m2.
CLg Calibration coefficient for geometric length scale m.
CS Calibration coefficient for turbulent combustion speed.
CT0 Calibration coefficient for Tumble ratio.
CTumble Tumble ratio.
cv Specific heat at constant volume J/Kg × K.
Cwall Calibration coefficient.
Ein Incoming kinetic energy rate J/s.
E Internal Energy J/kg.
FDF Flame development factor.
G Friction term.
h Enthalpy J/kg.
H Instantaneous height of the cylinder m.
HmaxLi f t Maximum intake port lift m.
K = 1

2 ·m·vel2
mean Mean flow kinetic energy J.

k Turbulent kinetic energy J.
L Momentum kgm/s.
Lg Geometric length scale m.
lT Integral scale of the turbulence m.
m Mass kg.
mb Burned mass kg.
mmcr Crevices mass.
mex Exhaust mass flowrate kg/s.
.

msq Squish mass flow kg.
mtot Total mass in the cylinder kg.
Pin Pressure at the intake port Pa.
Pcyl Cylinder Pressure Pa.
PShear Turbulent energy production by the mean flow J/s.
Psq Turbulent energy production by the squish flow J/s.
PTumble Turbulent kinetic energy due to the tumble; J/s.
Pε Production term of rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy J/s2.
Q Heat Transfer term.
R Gas constant.
Re Reynolds number.
ReT Turbulent Reynolds number.
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Rpm Revolutions per minute.
rTumble Tumble radius m.
ST Turbulent combustion speed m/s.
T Temperature K.
u Internal energy j/kg.
u′ Turbulent intensity m/s.
uT Combustion speed m/s.
V Volume m3.
vlam Laminar speed m/s.
velmean Mean flow speed m/s.
velsq Squish speed.
velTumble Tumble Speed m/s.
wwall Wall effect during the end of the combustion.
Xair Air Mass fraction.
X f uel Fuel Mass fraction.
ε Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy J/s.
τ = lT

u′ Characteristic time s.
τf Tumble friction rate Nm/s2.
ωTumble Tumble angular speed rad/s.
ρ Gas density kg/m3.
ρin Density at the intake port kg/m3.
νt Turbulent viscosity.
λk Eigenvalues, characteristic speeds m/s.
νk Local Courant number.
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